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Abstract
In [1], an abstract accounting model for UT X Obased cryptocurrencies has been presented. However,
that model considered only the simplest kind of transaction (known in Bitcoin as pay-to-pubkey-hash) and
also abstracted away all aspects related to authorization. This paper extends that model to the general
case where the transaction contains validator (a.k.a.
scriptPubKey) scripts and redeemer (a.k.a. scriptSig)
scripts, which together determine whether the transaction’s fund transfers have been authorized.

Haskell (github.com/input-output-hk/plutus-prototype/
tree/master/docs/model/UTxO.hsproj).

2.

Preliminaries

In the formalism presented here, the technical
details of the underlying blockchain are disregarded,
because only the ledger of transactions (i.e. the data
stored in the blockchain) is of interest. A ledger is
assumed to be a list of transactions.
Definition 1. A ledger is a list of valid transactions:

1.

Introduction
def

Ledger = List[Transaction]

The Chimeric Ledgers paper [1] introduced abstract
models for UT X O-based transactions and accountbased transactions, as well as for ledgers that may
contain both kinds of transactions, but authorization
mechanisms were left aside. This paper is a short
addendum that extends the model for UT X O-based
cryptocurrencies with an abstract authorization mechanism that encompasses Bitcoin scripts.
The contributions of this paper are:
• Definition of an abstract model for UT X O-based
cryptocurrencies with authorization scripts;
• Discussions of the relation between this abstract
model and Bitcoin.
For the sake of self-containment, parts of sections
2 and 3 from the Chimeric Ledgers paper [1] are
reproduced here in a summarized form. Nevertheless,
readers unfamiliarized with the Chimeric Ledgers paper are encouraged to read it first.
Reference implementations of all concepts
defined here are available in Scala (github.com/
input-output-hk/chimeric-ledgers-spec-scala)
and

Notations: A record data type with fields ϕ1 , . . . , ϕn
of types T1 , . . . , Tn is denoted (ϕ1 : T1 , . . . , ϕn : Tn ).
If t is a value of a record data type T and ϕ is the name
of a field of T , then t.ϕ denotes the value of ϕ for t. A
list λ of type List[T ] is either the empty list [] or a list
e :: λ0 with head e of type T and tail λ0 of type List[T ].
[e1 , . . . , en ] is an abbreviation for e1 : : . . . : :en : :[].
λ(i) denotes the i-th element of λ (with the head being
the 0-th element, by convention). The concatenation of
two lists λ1 and λ2 is denoted λ1 : : :λ2 . The length of
a list λ is denoted |λ|. A list of integers from n to m,
including n and m, is denoted [n..m]. The standard
equality symbol (=) is used to state that two values
def
are equal. The definitional equality symbol (=) is used
to define the new constant or function symbol on the
left side. An anonymous function that takes a tuple as
argument may be denoted as (a1 , . . . , an ) ⇒ . . .. For
instance, the k-th projection of a tuple may be denoted
(a1 , . . . , an ) ⇒ ak . A cryptographic collision-resistant
hash of an object c is denoted c# .

3.

The Model without Scripts

The outputs spent by a transaction are simply the
transaction’s inputs, and can be computed by applying
the following function:

The definitions for UT X O-based cryptocurrencies,
as presented in [1], are reproduced below without any
change. Explanatory commentary has been omitted
here, but can be found in [1].
Definition 2. The datatype for UT X O-based transactions is defined as:

spentOutputs : UtxoTx → Set[Input]
def

spentOutputs(t) = t.inputs

Definition 5. The set of unspent outputs of a ledger
can be computed by applying the following function:
unspentOutputs : Ledger → Set[Input]

def

UtxoTx = (inputs : Set[Input],
outputs : List[Output],
forge : Value, fee : Value)

def

unspentOutputs([]) = ∅
def

unspentOutputs(t : :λ) = unspentOutputs(λ)
− spentOutputs(t)
+ unspentOutputs(t)

The datatype for outputs is:
def

Output = (address : Address, value : Value)

Definition 6. A UT X O-based transaction t is valid for
a ledger λ iff the following two conditions hold:

where value is the value1 of the output and address
is the address that owns it. The datatype for inputs is:

all inputs refer to unspent outputs:
∀i ∈ t.inputs, i ∈ unspentOutputs(λ)

def

Input = (id : Id, index : Int)

where id is the id of a previous transaction to which
this input refers, and index indicates which of the
referred transaction’s outputs should be spent.

value is preserved:
X
t.forge +
value(i, λ).get = t.fee +
i∈t.inputs

X

o.value

o∈t.outputs

Definition 3. The function tx : Input → Ledger →
Option[UtxoTx], when applied to an input i and a
ledger λ, retrieves a transaction t contained in λ such
that t# = i.id , if such a t exists. The function
out : Input → Ledger → Option[Output] returns
tx(i).get.inputs(i.index ), if this exists. And finally,
the function value : Input → Ledger → Option[Value],
returns out(i, λ).get.value, if this exists.

Definition 7. The UT X O-balance of an address a in
a valid transaction t w.r.t. a ledger λ is:

Definition 4. The unspent outputs of a transaction can
be computed by applying the following function:

Definition 8. The UT X O-balance of an address a in
a ledger λ is:

BUTXO : Address → UtxoTx → Ledger → Value
X
X
def
BUTXO (a, t, λ) =
o.value −
o0 .value
o∈t.outputs
o.address=a

unspentOutputs : UtxoTx → Set[Input]

BUTXO : Address → Ledger → Value

def

unspentOutputs(t) = (map

def

BUTXO (a, []) = 0

((o, i) ⇒ Input(t# , i))
t.outputs.zipW ithIndex
).toSet

where: zipW ithIndex augments the outputs with
their respective indexes, the anonymous function maps
an output to a spendable input consisting of the transaction’s hash and the output’s index, and toSet converts
the list to a set.
1. The types Address and Value are regarded here as aliases for
unbounded unsigned non-negative integers.

i∈t.inputs
o0 =out(i,λ).get
0
o .address=a

def

BUTXO (a, t : :λ) = BUTXO (a, λ) + BUTXO (a, t, λ)

4.

Bitcoin Transactions

In contrast to the model presented in the previous
section, Bitcoin does not have a built-in notion of
address. An output declares not an address to which
it belongs, but rather a validator script that checks
whether an input trying to spend the output’s value

is authorized to do so. To prove that it indeed is
authorized, an input specifies a redeemer script. To be
faithful to Bitcoin, the definition of transaction could
be modified as shown below:
Definition 9. The datatype for Bitcoin-style UT X Obased transactions is defined (as before) as:
def

BUtxoTx = (inputs : Set[Input],
outputs : List[Output],
forge : Value, fee : Value)

the current transaction2 . It is then possible to define
validity as follows:
Definition 10. A bitcoin-style UT X O-based transaction t is valid for a ledger λ iff the two conditions
of Definition 6 hold and additionally the following
conditions hold:
no output is double spent:
|t.inputs| = |t.ins.map(i ⇒ (i.id , i.)|
all inputs validate:

The datatype for outputs is:
def

Output = (validator : Script, value : Value)

where value is the value of the output and validator
is the script that checks that a redeemer is authorized
to spend it. The datatype for inputs is:
def

Input = (id : Id, index : Int, redeemer : Script)

where id is the id of a previous transaction to which
this input refers, index indicates which of the referred
transaction’s outputs should be spent and redeemer is
the script that provides evidence of authorization to
spend the output.
Because the datatype for inputs is not just a reference to an output of a transaction anymore, the
definitions of unspent outputs (definitions 4 and 5)
would need to be changed as well. This issue is ignored
in this section, but addressed in the next section.
In Bitcoin, the scripts are sequences of operations
that manipulate a stack, which is initially empty.
Some operations execute built-in cryptographic functions such as collision-resistant hashing and signature
checking. Some operations may fetch state information
from the ledger (e.g. block number) or from the
transaction (e.g. a modified representation of the transaction for the purpose of checking signatures). The
authorization succeeds if the execution of the redeemer
script followed by the execution of the validator script
leaves the boolean value true on the stack.
In an abstract model, the particularities of Bitcoin’s scripting language can be left aside and the
redeemer and validator scripts can be assumed to
denote pure functions Jredeemer K : State → R and
Jvalidator K : State → R → B where R is an arbitrary
type, B is the type of booleans and State is the type
for relevant state information about the ledger and

∀i ∈ t.inputs,
Jout(i, λ).get.validator K(s, Ji.redeemer K(s)) = true
where s is the current state, which may depend on, and
contain information about, λ and t.

In Definition 6, no explicit condition preventing
double spending was needed because two inputs that
try to spend the same output would be syntactically equal and, therefore, would occur only once in
t.inputs, since t.inputs is a Set[Input]. However, in
Definition 10, it is needed, because t.inputs may contain two inputs that try to spend the same output and
differ from each other by having different3 redeemer
scripts.
Bitcoin’s script language contains built-in functions
for checking signatures, and the most common kind
of validator-redeemer scripts, known as pay-to-pubkeyhash, simply check signatures. The redeemer script
provides a public key and a signature of (a modified
copy4 ) the transaction using the corresponding private
key. The validator script contains a hash of the public
key and it checks that this hash is equal to the hash
of the public key provided by the redeemer script and
verifies the signature.
It is the hash of the public key contained in the
validator script that is commonly referred to as an
address. However, this is just a convention and, in
general, it is possible to define validator and redeemer
scripts for which there is no natural notion of address.
2. For example, the state may contain the length of the current
ledger. With such information it is possible to write a validator script
that will allow an output to be spent before (or after) a certain “time”
(measured in ledger length).
3. Two scripts are considered equal iff they are syntactically equal.
4. Signing modified copies is necessary, otherwise the creation
of transactions would require solving a difficult fixpoint equation,
since the unmodified transaction depends on the signature of itself.
Modified copies are also useful to allow schemes such as anyonecan-pay [2].

For instance, the validator of an input could simply
allow anyone to spend it, or allow no one to spend it.
The generality of Definition 9 makes it unclear to
whom an output belongs. Consequently, it is unclear
how to adapt the notion of balance defined in the previous section and ensure that wallets have a uniform way
of accounting outputs. Perhaps the most intuitive solution to this problem would be to associate ownership of
the output to the redeemer who is authorized to redeem
and spend it. However, as Example 1 illustrates, this is
problematic, because an output may be redeemable by
several different redeemer scripts and hence the final
owner of an output can only be known after it is spent.
Example 1. Consider the following transaction:
def

t = BUtxoTx(∅, [Output(v, $1000)], $1000, $0)
where the function denoted by the validator script v is such
that:
def
JvK(s, r) = true

The output of this transaction can be spent by anyone
with any redeemer script.

The problem of outputs without addresses is
avoided in Bitcoin by considering outputs without
conventional addresses non-standard. By convention,
miners running a standard bitcoin client will not process transactions that contain non-standard outputs.

is included in the validator script. Another interesting
aspect is that the validator script does not reveal the
validation conditions; instead, it only presents the hash
of the serialized script, and it is the serialized script that
contains the validation conditions. Since the serialized
script becomes publicly known only when the output
is spent, the pay-to-script-hash approach provides, at
least temporarily, more privacy.

5.

A Model with Scripts and Addresses

Recognizing the importance of addresses, this section presents an abstract UT X O-model that, unlike Bitcoin, has addresses as a built-in feature. Furthermore,
inspired by the advantages of pay-to-script-hash, but
wishing to avoid its “ugly” aspects, the model has both
the validator and redeemer scripts in the input. A new
datatype for output references is created in order to
properly define unspent outputs, now that inputs are
not just output references anymore.
Definition 11. The datatype for script-address UT X Obased transactions is defined (as before) as:
def

SUtxoTx = (inputs : Set[Input],
outputs : List[Output],
forge : Value, fee : Value)

Besides pay-to-pubkey-hash, a second type of
validator-redeemer script pair known as pay-to-scripthash is recognized as standard. Here, one of the
components of the redeemer script is a serialized script;
and the validator contains a hash value. To validate the
expenditure, the validator script checks that the hash of
the serialized script is equal to the hash value contained
in the validator script, and then the serialized script is
de-serialized and executed using the other components
of the redeemer script as arguments. Interestingly, deserialization is not a standard operation in the Bitcoin
script language. There is no op-code that tells the
bitcoin script interpreter to de-serialize the serialized
script. It is an extra step that is done by convention
since the acceptance of BIP-16 [3] and had to be
hard-coded in the interpreter [4]. When the interpreter
recognizes a validator script of a particular shape,
it does the extra de-serialization step. As the BIP16 itself admits, “recognizing one ‘special’ form of
[validator script] and performing extra validation when
it is detected is ugly”.

where validator is the script that checks that a redeemer is authorized to spend the output and redeemer
is the script that provides evidence of authorization to
spend the output.

Despite the ugliness, one positive aspect of pay-toscript-hash outputs is that again there is a natural notion of address: the hash of the serialized script, which

The definitions of unspent outputs are adapted to
use output references instead of inputs.

The datatype for outputs is:
def

Output = (address : Address, value : Value)

where value is the value of the output and address
is the address that owns it. The datatype for output
references is:
def

OutputRef = (id : Id, index : Int)

where id is the id of a previous transaction to which
this input refers, index indicates which of the referred
transaction’s outputs should be spent. The datatype for
inputs is:
def

Input = (outputRef : OutputRef,validator : Script,
redeemer : Script)

Definition 12. The unspent outputs of a transaction
can be computed by applying the following function:
unspentOutputs : SUtxoTx → Set[OutputRef]
def

unspentOutputs(t) = (map
((o, i) ⇒ OutputRef(t# , i))
t.outputs.zipW ithIndex
).toSet

The outputs spent by a transaction are the output
references included in the transaction’s inputs, and can
be computed by applying the following function:

Note that, in contrast to Bitcoin’s pay-to-script-hash
approach, here the validator script is not serialized.
With a sufficiently expressive scripting language, it
is possible to implement pay-to-pubkey-hash as a special case of the pay-to-script-hash approach supported
by the model defined in this section. Therefore, it is
not necessary to define special input and output types
for pay-to-pubkey-hash. A concise abstract model is
desirable in theory. In practice, nevertheless, it may
be advantageous to handle pay-to-pubkey-hash outputs
and inputs as a special case, to save ledger space and
transaction processing time.

spentOutputs : SUtxoTx → Set[OutputRef]
def

spentOutputs(t) = t.inputs.map(i ⇒ i.outputRef )

And, as before, the unspent outputs of a ledger can
be defined inductively.
Definition 13. The set of unspent outputs of a ledger
can be computed by applying the following function:
unspentOutputs : Ledger → Set[OutputRef]
def
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unspentOutputs([]) = ∅
def

unspentOutputs(t : :λ) = unspentOutputs(λ)
− spentOutputs(t)
+ unspentOutputs(t)

To check the validity of a transaction, it is now
necessary to additionally check that the address is
equal to the hash of the validator script.
Definition 14. A script-address UT X O-based transaction t is valid for a ledger λ iff the conditions
of Definition 6 hold and additionally the following
conditions hold:
no output is double spent:
|t.inputs| = |t.ins.map(i ⇒ i.outputRef )|
all inputs validate:
∀i ∈ t.inputs, Ji.validator K(s, Ji.redeemer K(s)) = true
where s is the current state, which may depend on, and
contain information about, λ and t.
validator scripts hash to their output addresses:
∀i ∈ t.inputs, i.validator # = out(i, λ).get.address
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